BB2.T - Make-up bag / BB2.N - The nail bag

Padded technical fabric,
zipper closures
Adjustable shoulder strap,
reinforced handles

Supplied with hot/cold GEL case
for preserving products

Rear flap to insert on trolley handle
all Cantoni make-up stations

In the collection of transportable bags, the BB2 model is the lightest.
Convenient and versatile if used alone, it is also the perfect complement to
both the movable make-up stations by Cantoni and the Highbox bag,
because, thanks to the rear flap, it can be placed on the handle of the trolley.
Very large, it allows to transport cosmetics and accessories in a convenient
way, thermally protected and without overloading the mobile workstation.

Version BB2.T: empty interior
Version BB2.N: equipped with a set of 5 boxes, ideal for nail artists
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◆ In technical fabric
◆ Thermal pocket
◆ Fabric reinforced handles
◆ adjustable shoulder strap
◆ It can be customized with logo

Technical Details

BB2.T
Large interior space
370
1,2 KG
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BB2.N
with 5 boxes

THE BOXES
Clip locks and movable partitions
(from 3 to 21 compartments)

MAKE-UP BAGS

LINE OF BAGS FOR MAKE-UP AND AESTHETICS
The range of bags, in technical fabric, for transportation and organization of make-up and accessories is designed for make-up artists,
beauticians, podiatrists, hair-stylists and nail technicians.
These are versatile, comfortable bags, practical to use and clean. Thermal pocket inside of all models in the range, keeps within the ideal
temperature for storage of cosmetics during transport, even in summer and in winter.
The technical fabric is also suitable for intensive use and the seams of each beauty case are checked one by one.
It is possible to choose to customize the outside of the bags by Cantoni with a specific logo or name. Hand made in Italy.

PADDED TECHNICAL FABRIC

EXAMPLE OF PRINTED LOGO

ADJUSTABLE AND DETACHABLE
SHOULDER STRAP

CANTONI TRADING SRL

All products by Cantoni are made in Italy with carefully selected materials.
Each product is the result of a careful study to ensure the best balance between aesthetics and technology.
The authenticity of each piece by Cantoni is ensured by our trademark.

Headquarters
Via Guardia di Rocca 10 - 47899 Galazzano - Rep. San Marino
Registered Office e Showroom
Strada degli Angariari 25 - 47891 Rovereta - Rep. San Marino

We are always available to respond to every request and question about products.
Our technical department is then available for custom projects

Tel. (+378) 0549 977527 - Fax (+378) 0549 876501

PLEASE NOTE:
Cantoni reserves the right to modify at any time the items in the catalogue for technical or commercial purposes.
Shipments are made from our offices in San Marino

sales@cantonionline.com
www.cantonionline.com
www.cantonishop.com
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